CASE STUDY

THE UNNATURAL
DISASTER OF
MAT-SU BOROUGH
Cyberattacks continue to rise and it’s clear that
they hold the potential to create a malicious trail of
short- and long-term troubles for the organizations
that suffer them. Underestimating their power to
pull down systems and cause millions of dollars in
damages, loss and wasted energy is one of the
greatest IT mistakes companies—and government
bodies—can make in the twenty-first century.
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THE CYBERATTACK
A good example of the long-term effects of cyberattacks is the attack on
Matanuska-Susitna Borough in Alaska. The borough declared a disaster
on Tuesday, July 31, 2018, and nearly six months later, is still finding ways
to foot its bill of $2.3 million in costs associated with the event.1
Borough IT Director Eric Wyatt said a state of emergency was declared
largely due to the sheer damage in dollars that they foresaw the incident
producing, which at the time was estimated to be near $750,000.2
When 650 servers and computers went offline, borough officials decided
to bring other devices, such as office phones and computer systems,
offline as well to avoid further risk.3
The borough also quickly discovered that they were simply next in line
in a long series of cyberattacks—210th to be exact, a number uncovered
in the lone file left behind.

THE ATTACK METHOD >>
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THE ATTACK METHOD
This cyberattack is considered a “multi-pronged, multi-vectored attack”
by borough officials because it was developed and executed through several
different strains of malware, including Trojan horse software, that opened up
additional venues of attack and opportunities to push past passwords and
target connected machines.4 It’s believed to have spread through emails
containing links to a malicious website that likely targeted people with local
administrative permissions who opened suspicious-looking emails and
attachments that appeared to have come from coworkers and familiar peers.5

THE LESSONS LEARNED >>
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THE LESSONS LEARNED
Natural disasters aren’t the only disasters that can cripple a city. Cyberattacks
can come in many shapes and forms and they take both brainpower and
advanced security measures to tackle. What the Matanuska-Susitna Borough’s
experience with cyberattacks should teach organizations today is that cyber
threat intelligence and security awareness training are two vital components
of a successful data protection plan.
»C
 yber Threat Intelligence (CTI): More companies are relying on the integration
of cyber threat intelligence and security information and event management
(SIEM) to prevent future cyberattacks. This means gathering data on malicious
bodies and analyzing that data to produce helpful reports, keeping companies
informed of existing and possible threats.
»S
 ecurity Awareness Training: Security awareness training should be a part
of every cybersecurity program, regardless of company size. This includes
anti-phishing training and other need-to-knows on corporate policy and best
practices for navigating everyday IT tasks. In Mat-Su’s case, security awareness
training that educates employees on how to identify and handle suspicious emails
might have prevented the cyberattack or at least reduced its overall impact.

PROTECT AGAINST RANSOMWARE >>
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HOW TO PROTECT AGAINST RANSOMWARE
1.	Make sure you’re regularly backing up: do three backups on two storage types with at least one offsite backup.
2. Keep your systems updated and don’t delay in applying patches.
3.	Use reliable anti-malware programs. While these applications are not full-proof they do add necessary protection
to your systems.4
4.	Educate your employees so they can identify social engineering and spear-phishing attacks. Many ransomware
attacks are initiated by someone “clicking” on a link they should not.
5.	Implement controlled folder access. It can stop ransomware from encrypting files and holding the files for ransom.

RANSOMWARE
RESOURCES

R A N S O M WA R E GUI D E

Decision: Pay the Ransom?
Use this guide to help you decide whether to pay ransom in response to a ransomware incident
This guide is intended to be used with the Ransomware Response Plan and Incident Response Plan.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Policy and Procedure

Document Title:

Ransomware Prevention and Response Policy

Department:
Author:
Approved By:
Approved By:
CHANGE HISTORY
Effective Date
Version

Revision Date:
Date Created:
Date Approved:
Date Approved:
Change Summary

A study by Trend Micro, Inc. found that most organizations end up paying the ransom. Currently the average ransom
amount is $1,000 and usually payable in non-traceable currency such as bitcoin. The cost of the lost data can easily
exceed the ransom but is it worth it?

RANSOM PAYMENT ANALYSIS Points to consider before paying the ransom
Is the ransomware attack contained? Are you sure?
Some ransomware programs are designed to sit idle for
a period of time before activating. A complete malware
scan of all computer systems on the network should be
performed. Isolate the compromised system(s) from
all internal network connectivity until they are cleaned.

Some ransomware versions have a free
solution to unencrypt the files.
Two sources of information which should be reviewed
are: nomoreransom.org/crypto-sheriff.php and
bleepingcomputer.com/forums/f/239/ransomware-help-tech-support/

Have you identified the ransomware version?
Research the version.

Assign a value of the compromised data $ _________
(Cost to the business if the data is lost)

Do you have the ransom note?

Initiate the Incident Response Plan
and contact the cyber insurance company.

Are the infected systems backed up?
Is the backup current?
Are the backups off-network?
Verify the ransomware files do not exist on the backup.

Notify relevant stakeholders in the organization.
The infected machine will need to be rebuilt even if
the ransomware keys work. There may be bugs in the
ransomware which impact system operation or even
reinfect the machine.

If the above items have been completed, then there is enough information available to make a decision regarding paying
the ransom. Paying the ransom is more of an operational decision then a technical decision. Does the cost to the organization
in financial, reputation, lost business or the potential data lost exceed the price of the ransom? Will the loss be covered
by insurance?
Time and the extent of a ransomware attack are significant factors which complicate the decision process. Typically, the
ransom will give the victim a limited amount of time to pay before the ransom increases or the data is deleted.

Revision
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Click here to enter a date.
Change Approval
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Statistics and facts regarding ransomware vary significantly so making an informed decision can be difficult. Many
organizations do not report ransomware attacks, and the attackers are continuously changing their tactics. Trends show
the attackers frequently do not provide a workable key to unencrypt data once ransom is paid. Current studies report
that victims are able to unencrypt data 19-50% of the time when ransom is paid. Federal Law Enforcement advises
organizations not to pay ransoms in order to discourage the criminals but that doesn’t help recover data.

Purpose:
Federal and State laws as well as organizational policies describe measures to safeguard sensitive information to include
Protected Health Information (PHI/ePHI). Unauthorized individuals who access, use, and/or disclose PHI, attempt to
access PHI, and/or assist others to access PHI when it is not authorized will be sanctioned appropriately. This policy has
been implemented to establish guidance for prevention and response of malware attacks commonly known as
Ransomware for all computers connected to the ABC Corporation, LLC (ABC) information.
Policy:
This policy is intended to work with the Incident Response Policy and associated response plans but provide more
detailed guidance focused on preventing and addressing ransomware incidents. An Incident, as it pertains to IT Security,
is any activity that harms or threatens ABC’s IT infrastructure in whole or in part.
Ransomware is a type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system until a sum of money is paid.
Reported incidents of ransomware criminals targeting Healthcare have continued to increase and ransomware represents a
significant risk to ABC and patient data.
Ransomware attacks are designed to block access to computer systems by encrypting data and then demanding a
‘ransom’, usually in the form of money, for restoring access to the system or data. Ransomware attacks can be minor or
in some cases cause a significant adverse impact to ABC operations and patient care. In some cases, successful attacks
have resulted in loss of access to EHR systems, other IT systems, and patient data.
Payment of ransoms should be considered as an option to restore access to otherwise blocked data. However, restoration
of data is typically only successful in <50% of reported cases. Some studies indicate the success rate is closer to 20%.
Regardless of whether a ransom is paid the infected machine should be removed from use and reimaged.
ABC personnel are responsible for protecting ABC IT systems for the prevention and mitigation of ransomware incidents.
Prevention and effective response to the ransomware threat requires a broad response which ABC’s IT Security Policies
are designed to address along with other cyber threats.
Employees should immediately report suspected ransomware incidents to the Helpdesk who will initiate the Incident
response plan & notify the CISO and Compliance Officer.
Operational Preparedness / Prevention:
Prevention of a ransomware will include the following activities:
• Security awareness training including ransomware content
Compliance Program Policies and Procedures

Ransomware
Decision Guide

Ransomware
Policy

FOR HELP PROTECTING YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMPANY,
CONTACT US. www.loricca.com | 855-447-2210
ABOUT LORICCA
Loricca is an IT security compliance provider that specializes in security risk assessments for healthcare
organizations and commercial, retail, finance and device manufacturing companies, among others. Our goal is
to keep these organizations and their vendors compliant and protected from the cybersecurity risks of today
and tomorrow by delivering streamlined risk assessments, credible letters of attestation, fast and responsive
service and an experienced team.
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